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Navigate Me
Cute Is What We Aim For

Track: Navigate Me
Album: Rotation (2008)

Intro:
Cm G# Gm Bb

Verse:
Cm     G#
  I m creeping your way
           Gm                     Bb
And these sheets aren t stopping me
                            Cm                           
Because I m gonna meet you face to face
                               G#
And I m gonna start from your waist

Up through your navel
Gm                             Bb
And we re approaching such a place
G#               Bb  
This is where we both get scared
Cm
This is where emotion flares
G#                Bb         Fm
This is where we both prepare
F
Yeah

Chorus:
Eb                              Bb
Navigate me through your body, navigate me
Cm                             Gm
Navigate me through your body, navigate
   G#       Bb      Cm   
I love the way you talk on top of me
G#            Bb                   Cm
So navigate me through your body  

(Repeat Verse 1 chords)
I m creeping your way
And these sheets aren t stopping me
That s right, it s quite simply 
These sheets aren t stopping me
 Cause my mind s on a mission
And a mind on a mission
Is a mind that you just set free



I m creeping your way, I m creeping your...

G#               Bb  
This is where we both get scared
Cm
This is where emotion flares
G#                Bb         Fm
This is where we both prepare

Eb                              Bb
Navigate me through your body, navigate me
Cm                             Gm
Navigate me through your body, navigate
   G#       Bb      Cm   
I love the way you talk on top of me
G#            Bb                   Cm
So navigate me 

Bridge:
(repeat twice)
Fm                   
 Cause a mind on a mission
      Cm
With enough ammuntion
Fm
And the right propositon 
      Cm
Is a mind that you just set free

   G#       Bb      Cm   
I love the way you talk on top of me
G#            Bb                   
So navigate me 

Eb(hold)                             Bb(hold)
Navigate me through your body, navigate me
Cm(hold)                             Gm(hold)
Navigate me through your body, navigate
   G#       Bb      Cm   
I love the way you talk on top of me
G#            Bb                   Cm
So navigate me 

Eb                              Bb
Navigate me through your body, navigate me
Cm                             Gm
Navigate me through your body, navigate
   G#       Bb      Cm   
I love the way you talk on top of me
G#            Bb                   



So navigate me through your body

Cm
I m creeping your way, I m creeping your way...


